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“F.B.I. Used Informant to Investigate
Russia Ties to Campaign, Not to Spy,
as Trump Claims,” read the headline
on a lengthy New York Times story
May 18. “The Justice Department used
a suspected informant to probe
whether Trump campaign aides were
making improper contacts with Russia
in 2016,” read a story in the May 21
edition of the Wall Street Journal.

So much for those who dismissed
charges of Obama administration
infiltration of Donald Trump’s
campaign as paranoid fantasy.
Defenders of the Obama intelligence
and law enforcement apparat have
had to fall back on the argument that
this infiltration was for Trump’s — and
the nation’s — own good.

It’s an argument that evidently didn’t
occur to Richard Nixon’s defenders
when it became clear that Nixon
operatives had burglarized and
wiretapped the Democratic National
Committee’s headquarters in June
1972.

Until 2016, just about everyone agreed
that it was a bad thing for government
intelligence or law enforcement
agencies to spy — er, use informants
— on a political campaign, especially
one of the opposition party. Liberals
were especially suspicious of the FBI
and the CIA. Nowadays they say that
anyone questioning their good faith is
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unpatriotic.

The crime at the root of Watergate
was an attempt at surveillance of the
DNC after George McGovern seemed
about to win the Democratic Party’s
presidential nomination, just as the
government misconduct in Russiagate
was an attempt at surveillance of the
Republican Party’s national campaign
after Trump clinched its nomination.

In both cases, the incumbent
administration regarded the
opposition’s unorthodox nominee as
undermining the nation’s long-
standing foreign policy and therefore
dangerous to the country. McGovern
renounced the Democrats’ traditional
Cold War policy. Trump expressed
skepticism about George W. Bush and
Obama administration policies on
NATO, Mexico, Iran and (forgetting
Barack Obama’s ridicule of Mitt
Romney on the subject) Russia.

The incumbents’ qualms had some
rational basis. But their attempts at
surveillance were misbegotten. Back in
1972, my brief experience in
campaigns left me skeptical that you
could learn anything useful by
wiretapping the opposition. If you
were reasonably smart, you should be
able to figure out what a reasonably
smart opposition would do and
respond accordingly. Subsequent
experience has confirmed that view.
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It’s a different story if you face
irrational opposition. It’s hard to figure
out what stupid people are going to
do.

Similarly, it’s hard to figure out what
the Obama law enforcement and
intelligence folks had to gain by
spying. Candidate Trump’s bizarre
refusals to criticize Vladimir Putin and
Russia were already a political liability,
criticized aptly and often by Hillary
Clinton and mainstream media.

But neither the Obama informant/spy
nor Robert Mueller’s investigation has
presented additional evidence of
Trump collusion with Russia. None of
Mueller’s indictments points in that
direction, and Trump’s foreign policy
over 16 months has been far less
favorable to Russia than Obama’s.

Both the Watergate wiretap and the
Obama appointees’ investigator/spy
infiltration were initially inspired amid
fears that the upstart opposition
might win. The Watergate burglary
was planned when Nixon’s re-election
was far from assured. A May 1972
Harris Poll showed him with only 48
percent against McGovern. It was only
after the Haiphong harbor bombing
and Moscow summit in early June
made clear that US involvement in
Vietnam was ending that Nixon’s
numbers surged — just before the
June 17 burglary.
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In March 2016, it was conventional
wisdom that Trump couldn’t be elected
president. But his surprising and
persistent strength in the Republican
primaries left some doubtful,
including the FBI lovebirds who instant
messaged their desire for an
“insurance policy” against that
dreaded eventuality.

Their unease may have owed
something to their knowledge of how
the Obama Justice Department and
FBI had fixed the Hillary Clinton emails
case. Clinton wasn’t indicted but was
left with a disastrously low 32 percent
of voters confident of her honesty and
trustworthiness.

There are two obvious differences
between Watergate and the Obama
administration’s infiltration. The
Watergate burglars were arrested in
flagrante delicto, and their wiretaps
never functioned. And neither the FBI
nor the CIA fully cooperated with the
post-election cover-up.

That’s quite a contrast with the Obama
law enforcement and intelligence
appointees’ promotion of Christopher
Steele’s Clinton campaign-financed
dodgy dossier and feeding the
mainstream media’s insatiable hunger
for Russia collusion stories.

Has an outgoing administration ever
worked to delegitimize and dislodge
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its successor like this? We hear many
complaints, some justified, about
Donald Trump’s departure from
standard political norms. But the
greater and more dangerous

departure from norms may be that of the Obama officials seeking to
overturn the results of the 2016 election
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